Spinning & salmon
Crossfit & cauliflower
Bikram & bison
Running & raspberries
Think this is healthy?
Think again!
Are you doing all of the
"right" things and still
gaining weight?
over-exercise & Healthy
foods may be the very
reason you are in a state
of inflammation and are
slowing your metabolism.
Find the foods and the
exact exercises
that work for YOUR body .

www.lyngenet.com

THE METABOLISM PLAN helps you lose optimal weight with a
revolutionary diet & exercise program that boosts your metabolism
to burn fat, reverse the aging process & improve energy. Overtraining for your body will slow your metabolism & cause weight
gain! Find the exact exercise that your body loves.

Think it's healthy? Think again. It's chemistry not calories that will
get you to your ideal weight and health. All foods, even healthy
ones, that don't work for your body, cause inflammation. Chronic
inflammation causes disease, obesity & premature aging. The
Metabolism Plan helps you find the foods that work for your
chemistry while eating over 2,000 calories a day. The best part?
wine,cheese, & chocolate are part of the diet .
www.lyngenet.com

I weighed myself one day at the gym - I was 324 lbs! I went home &
cried & cried. I was so ashamed. I thought “What’s the use. How can
I possibly lose that much weight?”
But then I put on Dr. Oz one day. I saw Lyn-Genet! I wasn’t sure I
completely agreed with everything said (how can veggies make
someone gain weight–right?). So I hesitated. Then one day I was
watching Fox news & there she was again! I decided to buy her book
and see what she had to say. I carried that book with me for almost
a year – everywhere I went. I went to baby showers & bridal showers
with it.

It's paid off, I have lost
180 pounds. it has
STAYED off for 3 years!
This is not a diet. It's a
way of life. eating the
foods that work for my
body & exercising 15
minutes every other
day has given me back
my life.
www.lyngenet.com

“Since I was about 15 years old, nothing has annoyed me more than being told
that if I just exercised more & ate a little less I would lose weight & have
more energy. (That’s what I like to call No-Sh**-Sherlock Advice — obvious,
but completely unhelpful.
I was diagnosed with Fibromyalgia, Epstein Barr & Chronic Fatigue. At times
just getting out of bed & showering were miraculous feats of athleticism.
Gosh, even sleeping could be exhausting. But, yes, you are probably right that
I would feel much better if I would just stop being so lazy & go out & run 5K.
Silly me.
Working with The Metabolism Plan I could easily pinpoint the foods that
caused inflammation for my body.
I now understand my own chemistry &
got to the bottom of what foods stress
my body out & create inflammation —
which showed up for me as depression,
pain, fatigue & extra weight.
I am 50 lbs lighter, pain free & eating
cheese, dark chocolate &— wait for it —
potato chips. Take That!It didn’t require
exercising more or eating less. (In fact, I
exercise less & eat more!). I now have
the health & body I have always dreamed
of.
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Rave Reviews For The Metabolism Plan
“Lyn-Genet is incredibly knowledgeable about health & exercise. Her methods
are so effective. I look and feel better, & the best part is that I’m happier!”
Chelsie Hightower, dancer, Dancing with the Stars
“Lyn-Genet's knowledge of the endocrine pathways is sound and The Metabolism
Plan is fantastic. I followed the 30-day program, & within the first week I was
close to my ideal weight. I love her approach to exercise & look forward to
mixing up my regimen to find what works best for me to be lean & strong !”
Anna Loengard, MD
“There are no miracle pills or trends that can give you health & wellness, but
luckily there is a road map & a guide. Lyn-Genet has created a step-by-step plan to
help each of us achieve optimal health.”
Dr. Steven Zodkoy, author of Misdiagnosed- The Adrenal Fatigue Link
“I consider Lyn-Genet to be one of my 'secret weapons' when it comes to figuring
out the many root causes of chronic health & weight issues. It has helped many
of my patients & has absolutely shocked me which 'healthy' foods & overexercise
can devastate one's health.”
Dr. Carri Drzyzga, DC, ND, The Functional Medicine Doctor
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“Lyn-Genet Recitas, HHP, Sports Nutritionist, RYT
Lyn-Genet Recitas is the NY Times & International Bestselling author of The
Plan, a groundbreaking anti-inflammatory nutritional protocol which has been
published in over 15 countries. She’s been featured on Dr. Oz, Huffington Post,
CBS, NBC, Fox News, The Social, Women’s Running, Fitness & More Magazine.
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